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Introduction 

Doing art I can be myself, and not 
feel I need to be anybody else. 

—Student 

We all need to feel acknowledged as human; we also have an in-
nate drive to find the avenues we can travel to grow and realize our 
humanness. Creative growth is necessary for us to find out who we 
are, and if deprived of this we will have shallow relationships with 
ourselves and others and will be unable to express and share our 
nature, which is essential to happiness. If this growth isn’t allowed, 
we will feel trapped and upset and will possibly become injurious to 
ourselves or others.

This book describes some of the societal conditions from which 
so many people suffer today, conditions that have been exacerbated, 
in part, by our inattention to the importance of the artistic creative 
process. It also delineates how development and implementation of 
that process could very effectively address them. Many of these condi-
tions are the result of a dominant aspect of our culture that is based in 
self-centeredness, intolerance, materialism, and a lack of empathy. As 
a result of this focus we have insufficient time or motivation for the 
introspection needed towards the realization of inherent qualities that 
are so necessary for human development. There is also very little sup-
port for the many parents in the greater society who are struggling to 
counterbalance the negative influences bombarding their children.
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I believe these attitudes have reached the extreme level of being 
oppressive because as they have become increasingly pervasive they 
have diminished other aspects of our society which at one time pro-
vided more of a balance. Not only does the absence of opportunities 
for creative growth intensify our problems, the lack of real efforts to 
broaden our perspectives—which could lead to more equitable com-
munities—continues to contribute to the challenge. This in large 
part explains the increasing numbers of and degree of challenge in 
at-risk youth and adults today. It also points to the remedy.

Graffiti artists are an excellent example of an oppressed people: 
racism, poverty and other abuses have denied these young people the 
acknowledgement of being human and deprived them of opportuni-
ties to develop or grow. Their graffiti is a reaction to their plight, a 
primal scream that says We exist. We are humans, too. 

The world has experienced varying levels of oppressions at all 
times in history. Some, like the Nazi Holocaust or African slavery  
in America, are patently obvious; others, such as that of many  
youth and adults today, are less so. I have chosen here to draw  
correlations with the African American experience because today’s 
challenged populations share a similarity with the early African 
American in the way their circumstance limits acknowledgement  
of their humanity. Paradoxically, this also provides them with a  
singularly potent way out. 

Considering the African American experience is helpful here for 
two reasons:

By understanding the conditions that presented chal-
lenges to people in the past, we can draw correlations 
from those conditions to those of the present.

By understanding the mechanisms used in past circum-
stances for emotional survival, we can create an approach 
to effectively address similar conditions today.

One of the most difficult conditions challenged people face today 
which has also historically been a reality for most African Americans, is 
their inability to be absorbed and assimilated into the dominant tenor 

•

•



of the culture. But as Leroi Jones states in Blues People, the separation 
of the Negro from White society was at once a curse and a boon: 

There was always a border past which the Negro could not 
go, whether musically or socially. The Negro could not ever 
become White and that was his strength: at some point,  
always, he could not participate in the dominant tenor of 
the White man’s culture. It was at this juncture that he had 
to make use of other resources, whether African, subcultural, 
or hermetic. And it was the boundary, this no man’s land, 
that provided the logic and beauty of his music.� 

The same is true for today’s at-risk and challenged people: their 
curse is also a potential strength. The question is, How can we help 
them fully utilize that strength? 

Conditions like slavery and at riskness can force creativity: this  
is a powerful potential which we should recognize and promote. 
When I speak of fanning an inner flame, I am talking about pro-
viding oxygen for a person’s humanness, the creativity or light that 
is within us all. Creativity has the ability to transform instead of 
maintain, and that’s what our society needs to do to grow out of its 
current malaise. As I see it, the first steps are to acknowledge and 
more deeply understand our own humanity: we can then begin to 
acknowledge it in others and move forward together, contributing to 
each others’ growth.

This book explores the value and historical use of the arts in the 
U.S. as a means to rise above trauma and oppression. It also looks 
at the problem of a growing at-risk population and addresses the 
need for adults to embrace change in order to bring about a healthier 
society. We do not intend for our manuals, trainings and consulta-
tion to serve as technical instructions for adding another method 
to a current mélange of interventions. Rather, we hope to provide 
the stimulus and support for original thinking and initiate and  

�    Leroy Jones, Blues People: Negro Music in White America (New York: William Morrow &  
      Company,�963), 80.
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facilitate an ongoing process by offering a path worth pursuing and by 
encouraging like-minded people to come together. This, we believe, 
is necessary in order to proactively implement effective interventions 
and solutions.

Creative growth is a necessary ingredient to producing good 
communities—sharing the human spirit provides the cohesion.

For those of you who have experience with the arts, we hope to 
offer some new perspectives and add to existing knowledge with the 
intention of strengthening and corroborating your work. We hope 
that those of you with little or no artistic experience will gain a tan-
gible understanding of the creative arts’ effectiveness from a thera-
peutic and educational standpoint. We also hope you will begin to 
feel the arts’ capacity to lead you into yourself to deepen your satis-
faction with life, which will in turn enable you to offer others with 
whom you work new ways of thinking and opportunities to learn 
more about who they are. 

A key facet of our work is to help adults understand the value 
that the arts can potentially bring to life and realize that involvement 
with the arts is essential for all people, particularly those who are 
emotionally challenged or traumatized. We are well aware that this is 
new thinking to many. Perhaps this is due to the fact that while there 
are numerous studies documenting the arts’ often dramatic effects 
on cognitive functions as related to intelligence or learning, there are 
relatively few studies that scientifically document their psychothera-
peutic benefits. Actually, at this point in time there are only a few arts 
programs that combine the elements of long-term mentoring with 
a progressive fine arts curriculum, a combination that is essential 
in order to attain the level of effective therapeutic intervention and 
educational initiative.

After a lifetime of teaching and playing professionally, in 1994 I 
founded a non-profit arts organization, previously known as Youth 
Advancement Through Music & Art (YATMA) and now as Edu-
cational Mentoring through the Arts & Humanities (EMTAH), to 



serve youth and broadly demonstrate these capabilities. During the 
14 years we implemented the program our students often became so 
stimulated, involved, and successful that they were willing to tran-
scend their difficulties and fears, express themselves, and learn who 
they were. Time and time again we saw the most beautiful dance of 
all—someone who was headed towards trouble turning and walking 
in the opposite direction.

During my 21 years as a pediatrician I have never seen  
a youth program that turns around lives as well as this  
one does.—Dr. Eleanor Graham, Medical Director, 
Children and Teens Clinic, Harborview Medical  
Center, Seattle, WA.

A �999 evaluative study conducted by Education 2�, Inc. (Troy, 
NY) confirmed our success, finding the program to be “impressive” 
and stating: 

Students showed a statistically significant decrease in overall 
negative behaviors . . . and highly significant improvements 
in positive attitudes and behaviors . . . the program is a per-
suasive intervention and has had a powerful and statistically 
significant impact on the students.

Results of our ongoing internal evaluations also corroborated our 
experience: the success of our students made a conclusive statement 
about the value of the creative arts in general and of our approach 
in particular. 

His involvement [with private and ensemble instruction] 
has helped him to mature and focus on the important 
things . . . My son has literally turned his life around. 
                —Mother

A very pragmatic reason to consider an artistic mentoring  
approach is that it can be a cost effective investment that not only 
benefits the student but also will yield much for the public good.  

Introduction  /  �
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As Marion Edelman from the Children’s Defense Fund states:

Education costs far less than ignorance, preventive health care 
costs less than emergency rooms, preventive family services cost less 
than out-of-home care, and Head Start costs less than prisons.

Ms. Edelman also provides the following economic considerations:

The cost of providing a year of employment training for 
unemployed youths is $2,492. 

The annual per child cost of a high quality after-school 
program is $2,700. 

The average cost of ensuring that a low-income family 
has affordable housing is $6,830. 

The average annual per child cost of Head Start is 
$7,028. 

The annual per child cost for a high quality compre-
hensive full-day, early childhood education program is 
$�3,000. 

The average annual per prisoner cost is $22,650.

It only makes sense to consider and utilize the creative arts as 
prevention and intervention as well as an integral part of general 
education. The creative arts are a vital dynamic of individual growth, 
human communication, and community building. In this book we 
explain the arts’ potential to facilitate one’s ability to communicate 
with one’s self and others, positively channel emotions, use imagi-
nation, develop focus leading to relaxation, create relationships, 
contribute to community, and energize the learning process, among 
other values. 

We also attempt to shift the paradigm from that of perceiving 
challenged people as problems or victims to seeing them as a symp-
tom of and potential remedy for our society’s underlying problem. 
In exploring their at-riskness as a public health issue, we view it as a 
communicable disease that’s spreading in this country (hurt children 

•

•
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hurt children), an epidemic that’s running rampant and will have 
serious long-term repercussions for America. We also offer a solution 
in which the adults take the lead so that we can, to paraphrase Gan-
dhi, be the change we want to see. 

We hope these readings will deepen your understanding of some 
of the issues we explore, stimulating you to think in new ways and 
perhaps even consider how you can promote the arts as a valuable 
enhancement to schools, institutions, and other educational and 
therapeutic environments. Ultimately, we hope to provide an avenue 
to support personal, creative growth, with or without the arts, as the 
cornerstone for good education and relationship.

Book Two, Enlivening The Creative Spirit, describes the teach-
ing approach I have developed to redress the issues, conditions, and 
potentials we discuss here. If you would like to learn more about our 
turnkey system for program replication or our other materials and 
curricula, please contact us at www.merge-education.com. 

Introduction  /  �
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Introduction

This book offers specific instructional approaches, orientations, and 
tools that can be used in various settings by teachers, parents, social 
workers—anyone, in fact, who works with others to help better their 
lives. It also provides an effective response to the challenging educa-
tional, at-risk, and mental health conditions so prevalent today, as 
described in Book One, Fanning an Inner Flame.

Educational reform has been the hue and cry of some of our 
country’s best minds and most caring citizens for a very long time. 
It has received vast sums of money and produced many experiments 
and methods, but relatively little progress has been made. As we de-
tail in Fanning an Inner Flame, we contend that current initiatives 
such as accountability and higher educational/testing standards are 
having limited success because they inadequately address the whole 
person and often neglect components that are crucial to providing 
effective education such as considerations of natural ways of learning 
and alternative learning styles, ensuring a relevant emotional experi-
ence, and inculcating humanistic values. 

As our culture is increasingly driven by materialism and we as a 
society grow ever more discontent, our youth are becoming further 
at risk and in danger of becoming at-risk adults. The present social 
milieu of our schools isn’t the cause of this but simply a symptom, 
and won’t be mitigated until the underlying condition is better un-
derstood and addressed. We can begin to alter it, however, by recog-
nizing that this societal orientation is adversely affecting many, and 
we could address it through the educational system by introducing 
an inclusive, more natural  strengths-based culture that will not only 
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benefit those within the educational and human services systems but 
also extend into the community as well. 

To find a balance, we can begin to shift from the current focus 
on individual gain towards one of individual realization that will lead 
to inclusiveness through understanding and appreciating others. An 
educational process can provide a way to growth and happiness by 
creating a culture where students develop the ability to be who they 
are and to empathize with others. A  strengths-based culture that 
gives students the confidence to seek and have fulfilling experiences 
based on inquiry, authentic thinking/being, generosity, and non-self 
centeredness can be an effective approach here.

In recent years, some schools and teachers across the country have 
begun to actively work towards this goal. By initiating approaches 
that promote healthy character development and humanization, these 
teachers and school administrators are contributing to reform. We hope 
that our work will support and augment their work, inform others, 
and contribute to influencing the greater educational and social service 
systems. We need many more teachers and administrators if we are to 
form the critical mass necessary to provide examples that communicate 
to others, both within and without the educational community.

Learning should be fun, for the most part, and will be if it’s al-
lowed to be natural. When students enjoy learning and are allowed 
more autonomy, they become more stimulated and successful. Suc-
cess can be powerful. It has the capacity to liberate, and enables stu-
dents to understand the responsibilities and principles of learning, 
to understand the ways and means that got them there. Learning in 
this way they form good habits, and self-direction comes about quite 
naturally. Students become independent thinkers and learners who 
are able to pursue on their own what is important for them. 

My approach combines  strengths-based education and mentor-
ing. This involves a process of:

identifying and assessing students’ inherent strengths 
and talents, all natural tendencies that already exist 
within them

•



drawing out, developing, and applying these strengths 
through a personally relevant learning process to 
achieve creative thinking, success, and self-reliance

developing a positive relationship that evolves so the 
teacher becomes the student’s mentor, the student  
assumes an important role of teaching the mentor,  
and there is a joint responsibility for growth. 

Teaching through mentoring is an educational partnership, a 
two-way street where the mentor teacher� (MT) offers guidance 
through modeling and leadership rather than staying in the tradi-
tional role of the teacher who primarily instructs, tells, and explains. 
When the MT strives to understand and support his students, con-
tinually assessing his relationship to them along with their growth 
tendencies, he gives them security in their learning. You can achieve 
real, significant success when you work in this way because it is 
grounded in some of the basic, fundamental truths of life such as 
the fact that all people have an innate need to learn who they are and 
express (give and share) their spirit, which when fulfilled can lead to 
deep, meaningful relationships with others. 

Teaching and learning should engage and stimulate both the stu-
dents’ and teachers’ creative spirit, because it’s that spirit that invigo-
rates the learning process and inspires us all to take positive risks, go 
beyond ourselves, and try new ideas. The relationship that develops 
from this contains basic and subtle truths that give us the opportu-
nity to continually relearn and understand life more deeply. These 
truths can lead to a peacefulness for which we all search. 

By awakening students’ natural learning qualities and stimulat-
ing their capacity for human values, we give our students the best 
chance to soar as they go into life. We are really forming a basis from 
which the creative spirit can continue to develop towards a more 
humane and spiritual orientation. We can think of this awakening as 
freeing a process that is already inside them, a process of becoming. 

�  The term mentor teacher (MT) is used interchangeably with teacher throughout  
 this book.

•

•
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By recognizing their spirit and allowing it to unfold, we will be doing 
our job as educators in the best sense. 

Knowledge is to understand, to understand who you are.  
If you know not who you are, what’s the use of learning?  
            —Yunus Emre, Turkish Poet 

You will find that the more you sincerely pursue this orienta-
tion the more it will require from you. It calls for ongoing personal 
growth, with acceptance of that process and the resulting change. 
Those who attempt to overlay this approach as a one-size-fits-all 
method will find that it remains abstract, but those who take this 
orientation to their work and diligently attempt to apply it will find 
that it becomes a concrete tool on which they can count; it will give 
a healthy kind of confidence in working with all kinds of students, 
and both the MT and student will often have success. 

Simply the fact that we are involved in this growth process com-
municates loud and clear to our students and others around us. This 
is of value in and of itself. Although it can be uncomfortable at times, 
personal change is pretty much the only way to have real reform. 
As the adage goes, we can’t change anything without first changing 
ourselves.

As a teacher you face many challenges as well as high rewards 
in helping people explore and develop who they are. Every student 
has a unique history, family situation, and method of learning and 
communicating, so we often have to modify or even discard standard 
teaching methods and expectations to really reach each individual. 
This approach may guide you to new ways of thinking and working 
and will hopefully contribute to opening areas that will deepen the 
richness of your teaching experience. I hope that as you consider 
these perspectives you’ll be stimulated to work with them and make 
them uniquely yours. Teaching should challenge our own creative 
powers as deeply as it does our students’.

Hopefully you will share your own creative experiences with 
your peers—www.merge-education.com is available for this if you’d 
like to join us in conversation. Creativity has a wonderful capacity  
to bring people together. Working in this way you will feel more 



confident about developing new approaches and relationships with 
students, and you will best stimulate creativity in the students by  
being creatively involved yourself.

Along with providing an overview of some of the fundamental 
principles of my approach to teaching, this book can serve as a ref-
erence manual with practical examples relevant to your every day 
work with students. While my discipline is the arts and I typically 
give artistic examples, the underlying precepts of these principles can 
serve all disciplines. If the arts are not involved in the way you work 
with students, I hope that as you read you will consider the extent 
to which they could serve as a catalyst for any discipline in terms of 
enhancing the creative process. Einstein’s use of music to heighten 
his creativity to achieve his scientific realizations is just one excellent 
example of the tremendous value of the arts.

Many of the points and approaches covered in this book are  
further addressed in the other components of the Merge System for 
Creative Education: 

the manual Risks Worth Taking: Tools for Creating a 
Strengths-Based Arts Mentoring Program

our curriculum units Draw on Experience (Art Mentor-
ing) and Play by Heart (Music Mentoring)

our evaluation software, SETS: Student Evaluation & 
Tracking System.

This approach has evolved and been effectively used over  
decades of teaching, program design, and implementation, and 
there are references throughout these writings to my years as a pri-
vate instructor and as Executive Director of both YATMA (Youth 
Advancement through Music & Art) and EMTAH (Educational 
Mentoring through the Arts & Humanities). We are available 
through www.merge-education.com for consultation and trainings 
if you would like to delve more deeply.

•

•

•
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“Bill Rossi reminds us that young people cannot grow up complete unless 
art, music and creativity are part of their lives, and demonstrates how to bring 
out the best in students with specific instructional approaches encouraging 
mentoring, strength-based teaching, motivation, and putting students first. What 
he demonstrates is that effective education is . . . about encouraging young 
people’s innate love of learning.”

— James Harvey, Senior Fellow, Evans School of Public Affairs,  
University of Washington; co-author,  A Legacy of Learning. 

“This volume provides valuable, specific tools for anyone wanting to creatively 
enhance their ability to teach or mentor.  This is a very effective approach, and 
should contribute to educational and social reform.”

— Katherine Gerbino, Ph.D., Assistant District  
Superintendent of Instruction,  Capital Region BOCES, NY

In Venturing Together, Bill Rossi makes a compelling 
case for his groundbreaking educational approach 
based in creative strengths-based mentoring. His argu-
ment—aimed at educators, human service providers, 
parents, and the general public alike—is that only a 
dynamic, positive, and personal approach can ignite 
students’ creative spirit, the force that drives learning 
and personal growth.  Working from the bottom up, 
his approach focuses on the students, develops their 
strengths and talents, and guides them to follow their 
intrinsic motivation to find their way through life.  

Although Venturing Together focuses on mentoring through the arts, the principles it 
expounds can be used in approaching many subjects, and can empower students to 
develop personal understanding and build good relationships that will ultimately lead to 
positive community involvement and productive communities. 

Mr. Rossi is a 1971 graduate of Boston’s Berklee College of Music and lifelong jazz pianist 
and educator.  He has demonstrated the effectiveness of his approach in programs in 
Seattle, WA and Albany, NY,  and is currently building a center for mentoring through 
the arts in Chester County, PA. 
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